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This Motorola LS3408-ER black-and-yellow extended range rugged handheld 1D barcode scanner reads and decodes one-dimensional (1D) barcodes, including GS1 and RSS symbologies, and is an IP65-rated housing for use in a rough environment. The scanner has a 650 nm laser
designed to help you pinpoint the scan, and the extended range focus is flexible and can read sequential labels at different distances from 1/4 to 45 feet. Advanced Data Formatting (ADF) allows the user to modify barcode data before transferring it to the host. The light housing and audible
signal shall indicate the scan status. Using the supplied multi-interface, the scanner connects to the host computer (not included) using a USB, RS-232, or IBM 468xx/9x cable or keyboard wedge (sold separately). Integrated metal hook allows hanging or attached to the machine.
SpecificationsWeight requirements4.5 to 14VPower sourceHost power or external power sourceScanning factor36 scans per second typicalHost system interfaceSUSB, RS-232 or IBM 468xx/9x cable, or keyboard wedgeScan modelDependentDecode capabilitiesLas 1D barcodes, including
GS1 DataBar (formerly RSS) symbols. Also reads upc/ean, upc/ean with supplementals, GS1-128 (formerly UCC/EAN 128), JAN 8 &amp; 13, Code 39, Code 39 Full ASCII, Code 39 Trioptic, Code 128, Code 128 Full ASCII, Codabar (NW7), Interleaved 2 of 5, 2. Exposed, Code 93, MSI,
Code 11, Code 32, Bookland EAN and IATA. Working range0.25 inches to 45 feetDrop specsOneud works normally at 50 drops on concrete from 6.5 feet. (2 m) Housing qualificationSSent to IP65 specificationsReader dimensions*4.82 x 2.93 x 7.34 inches/12.25 x 7.43 x 18.65 cm (L x W x
H)Reader weight12.56 oz./356 g without cable* L is the length, horizontal distance from left to right; W is the width, the horizontal distance from front to back; H is the height, the vertical distance from the bottom up. Barcode scanners, also known as barcode readers, can be used to scan
and decode barcodes and transmit barcode data to a computer or other host system. Barcode readers with single-line laser can be used to scan linear, one-dimensional (1D) barcodes. Some lasers can create a light-universal pattern to allow scanning barcodes from different angles. Other
barcode readers contain CCD (charge-connected device) light sensors instead of laser accuracy and wear resistance. Barcode scanners with raster scanning, area imaging, and other scanning technologies can allow you to scan two-dimensional (2D) or portable document format 417
(PDF417) barcodes, among other things. Some barcode readers provide onboard flash drives that allow you to store barcode data before transferring it to a computer or host system using a USB cable or a wireless WLAN or Bluetooth connection. Many readers have a handle for hand use
and come with a tripod or charging cradle in fixed position applications, but but are intended for stationary use on the counter or on other flat surfaces. Some portable readers are small enough to be worn in a pocket or attached to a lanyard. Barcode readers are used at retail check-in and
other point of sale (POS) locations, as well as in warehouses and shipping facilities. What's in the box? Motorola LS3408-ER Barcode ScannerInstructions LS3408-FZ20005 - Symbol LS3408 fuzzy Logic Rugged Barcode Scanner Looking for another wired or wireless barcode scanner?
View All Overview Model: LS 3408FZ20005, LS3408FZ20005, LS34O8-FZ, LS-3408, LS-3408FZ Type: Barcode Scanner, Rugged Bar Code Reader, View full review model: LS 3408 Symbol, Zebra, (formerly Motorola) Alt: MOT-LS3408FZ20005, LS3408F20005, LS3408FZ20005,
LS3408FZ20005, LS34O8-FZ, LS-3408, LS-3408, LS-20005 3408FZ Type: Barcode Scanner, Rugged Bar Code Reader, Warehouse Series: LS3408fz, ls3408 fz20005 Communication Interfaces: RS232, USB Scanner Type: Industrial Scanner , ForkLift Scanner, ForkTruck, Workstation,
Fork Truck, SE1224 Symbol LS3408 reads all 1D and 1-D barcode symbols: UPC, Code 128, Code 39, Code 93, GS1, Mine of 2 of 5, EAN, UPC-E, UPC-A, UDI. The Motorola LS-3408-resistant design will last and can be repaired and maintained to provide a lot of ROI, returning years of
performance, scanning and manufacturing a fair price for investment. Barcode Scanners have evolved into a must-have tool at the workplace. Scanners are easy to use and make barcode information input on computers, tablets, phones, workstations and POS (Point-Of-Sale) a pause.
Whether you're tired of typing tracking numbers manually by typing the sales order number manually, inventory location, serial number, the list is turned on and on. Incorporating barcode readers into your processes is a cost effective way to increase morale by reducing manual writing, time,
typos, and scanning is fun! Specify and scan your handheld barcode scanner or handsfree scanners with a stand that doubles the handheld scanner. The advantage of modern quality scanners is to plug in and play with a USB cable, or RS232, because they support an abundance of cable
types. Auto Enter (carriage return), Auto Tab, add prefix, add suffix - high quality barcode scanners are fully programmatic - all supported by Barcode Arena staff! 1D Barcode Scanners: 1D laser lasers are designed for all 1D barcode symbologies. Symbolism is a term that refers to different
types of bar codes. Example 1D: UPC, Code 128, Code 39, Code 93, GS1, Gasc 2 of 5, EAN, UPC-E, UPC-A, UDI. 1D scanners are very aggressive with reading small and large codes quickly – Many knock-offs have been tried and don't replicate the performance scanner that determines
plug-&amp;play USB scan reliability, Symbol LS2208 Barcode Scanner. Barcode Arena performs very high quality which is properly developed and provide you with long-lasting scan stability and efficiency. For a large 1D scanner that will remain programmed, work for years, and the correct
data, go to the LS4208 wired USB barcode scanner. If you need a wireless Bluetooth scanner, you can't go wrong with zebra LI4278 – a pair of iPads, iPhones, Android tablets, PCs, laptops, Windows, or just through the carnable cradle too. For long-range wireless and wireless up to 300
feet, symbol LS3478 is for you. Top quality scanners make the work environment more enjoyable, or used in conjunction with accounting software, WMS, ERP, POS stations, stock software, shipping and more. The LS3408-FZ is a durable 1d handheld barcode scanner for warehouse, pos,
inventory, workstation, receiving, picking, PC, tablets, Mac, MacBooks, smart phones, laptops, Excel, word, accounting, any device with USB Port. Passes repeated drops up to 6.5 feet (2 meters) to concrete, providing limited downtime. The LS3408-FZ, LS3408 Series FZ Symbol handheld
scanner offers fuzzy logic technology for fast and accurate reading of damaged, dirty and poorly printed one-dimensional (1D) barcodes, commonly found in industrial environments. Scans UPC, code 128, code 39, code 93, GS1, mijai 2 of 5, EAN, UPC-E, UPC-A, UDI. The LS3408 Fuzzy
Logic Standard Range Rugged Bar Code Scanner LS3408-FZ uses fuzzy logic technology to interpret barcodes that are corrupted or dirty to give you the kind of versatility that is required for today's industrial applications. The rugged housing withstands repeated drops up to 6.5 feet (2
meters) on concrete, providing limited downtime. The LS3408-FZ, LS3408 Series FZ Symbol handheld scanner offers fuzzy logic technology for fast and accurate reading of damaged, dirty and poorly printed one-dimensional (1D) barcodes, commonly found in industrial environments.



decoding optionPremium scanning for all 1D codes, including poorly printed, damaged, or low contrast. Rugged industrial designContains several 6.5 feet (2 m) drops on concrete and 2500 3-ft (1-m) of laundry. Ergonomic engineeringNominas user fatigue and provides less time due to
accidental droplets. IP65 sealing credit rating (electronic housing)Protects against water and dust to ensure reliable performance in harsh industrial conditions. Bright LED and flash with adjustable volumeMany confirmation modes provide positive user feedback in a noisy environment.
Bright 650 nm laser target giveDelivers a clear line for accurate, accurate barcode data capture. Corresponds to global trade item number (GTIN)Decoded and transmits 14-digit GTIN if necessary. Flash memoryComplex updates and customizations in the product field. Universal cable
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